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Fraternite Notre Dame solicits the attention of the Council on Human Rights, on
christianophobia and anti-Christian racism, coming from groups affiliated with a religion,
because they have their own rites, invoke Satan, count their own priests, their satanic churches
and engage in acts of unspeakable barbarity.
Their aim is to annihilate Christianity, by driving the youth to suicide, collective violence and
murder.
Rock festivals and concerts, such as Hellfest, or the feast of hell, recently occuring in France,
a festival of satanic music where calls to murdering Christians are made and encouraged by
local elected officials: concerts triggering brawls, riots, collective hysteria and casualties.
Calls to murder the Christians fuel their music. Let me quote some of the lyrics used: “Christ
has died uttering high-pitched shouts like a pig. Kill his favorite; exterminate them all.
Behead God’s disciples; Christians to the lions.”
The stage arrangements are often macabre, notably including the presence on stage of dead
animals or blood.
Here we have gone far beyond the ground of freedom of expression. While public authorities
spend billions to tackle air and water pollution, they do not find any resources or means, and
most of all, they do not have the firm will to fight against this moral and spiritual pollution
of the youth.
Is not it surprising that public authorities appear so helpless in front of the troubles of all
kinds begotten by this pernicious wave of satanic religion. Pervert the youth and you will
defeat their nation; says a well-known adage.
The purpose of such groups is to glorify evil by evil itself; free violence; free demolition;
vandalism; avenging hatred. Studies have clearly shown that recurring traits are: a spirit of
revolt; obscene language; murderous trends; human sacrifices.
Our society seems to be currently impregnated with this trend, according to which all our
deeds are justified, as long as we feel like doing them, whatever may be the consequences to
our neighbor. Does not this resemble a vast plan whose aim is to lead the youth to successively
get rid of their ties with the family, the Church, and their nationality?
The gravity of this matter lies in the fact this satanic religion, encouraged by public authorities
as in western France, tends to eliminate from the conscience all family and Christian values,
and foster instead: incest, public obscenities, profanation of the dead and of the places of
worship.
How come that in France, large gatherings of this noisy religion are given full freedom to
express themselves on the public square, while peaceful Christian gatherings are forbidden?
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